Global Studies Orfalea Fellowship for Non-Residents
M.A. Student Request

Name: ___________________________________     Date: _____________

(U-Mail: _____________________________     Perm: _____________
(Print Name)

Requested quarter(s) of coverage: ☐ Fall      ☐ Winter      ☐ Spring

Student Status: International student with a ________ visa

Year of schooling during the time of requested coverage:
☐ First-year  ☐ Second-year  ☐ Other: _________________

Reason you were unable to establish CA residency:
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

REQUESTED FEE COVERAGE:
☐ Non-Resident Supplemental Tuition
☐ Other: ___________________________

I have already and/or will be applying for Non-Global Teaching Assistantships (see back of form):
☐ Yes  ☐ No

The Department commits a finite amount of TAships per student. When these guaranteed TAships have been used, the department will offer available TAships to Global Studies students as a priority, however, students are expected to seek TAships outside the department.

I also understand that if I establish residency or secure a TAship(s), fellowship, or alternative funding after the submission of this fee fellowship request, it is my responsibility to immediately inform the department of any such funding and failure to do so could impact promised funding:

Student’s Signature: ________________________________     Date: _________________

Last Updated: 4/25/17
STEPS FOR SEEKING NON-GLOBAL TEACHING ASSISTANTSHIPS

1) To see which departments offer yearly TAships, search campus-wide ASE open positions:
https://ap.ucsb.edu/resources.for.prospective.employees/graduate.student.academic.appointments/

2) Contact department’s Grad Program Advisor or Assistant (GPA) to inquire about available TAships. Students should do this step even if department(s) are not listed with open positions – list might not be fully up-to-date.

Make sure to inquire with affiliated departments (scroll down to bottom of page) as you are more likely to secure TAships there:
http://www.global.ucsb.edu/people/affiliated

3) If available, submit any required documentation (e.g. resume, application, evaluations etc.).

4) If TAship is secured, Global Studies must approve and sign-off on the Eligibility Verification from Home Department – obtain from GPA in TA department.

NOTE: The GPA sends out a call for Global TAships during the first or second week of the prior quarter. TAships are confirmed at the earliest, however this is a continuous process throughout the quarter due to unexpected illnesses, cancelled courses, etc. Contact the GPA with any questions or update requests.